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The quick & easy way to put the finishing touch on your CIRCLE MAGIC project

For use with Circle Magic #673
Making the outside crescents

1. Layer two 3-1/2” wide strips from same fabric, right sides together, and cut into crescent shapes using the template.

2. Repeat step 1 until all 8 crescent sets have been cut from both colors of fabric.

3. Place 2 crescents right sides together and sew 1/4” from the edge.

4. Place the crescent template on the sewn crescent and mark the 2 dots on the fabric.

5. Cut dot to dot making sure to cut through only one layer of fabric.

6. Trim around the outside 1/8” from the seam.

7. Turn right side out and iron.

8. Repeat steps 1 through 5 until all crescents are done.

Original idea for crescents by Robbi Leeper, owner, Qwiltz in Bowdon, GA.

Attaching the outside crescents

1. Place a ruler on a crescent as shown (same side as the turning slit) and draw a line across the crescent.

2. Repeat step 1 for the remaining crescents.
3. Pin crescents to the back of the quilt on the outside edges so that light crescents are on dark circles and dark crescents are on light circles. Be sure to place the crescents so that the turning slit is positioned away from the back of the quilt as shown.

4. Sew along the drawn line.

5. From the back of the quilt, press the crescent to the outside.

6. Turn the quilt face up and press the outside edge of the circle towards the center of the block.

7. Sew along the edge of the turned circle edge.

8. Sew along the outside edge of the crescent.

9. Repeat until all crescents are

NOTE: The diagrams of the quilts shown here were taken from the Beyond Circle Magic pattern #683.
Attaching the outside crescents (continued)
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